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Welcome to La Rioja Bike
Race presented by Pirelli!

MTB WITH DESIGNATION OF ORIGIN 

La Rioja Bike Race presented by Pirelli
will be held from May 13 to 15.
In its eighth edition will have almost 150
kilometers, 4,000 meters of climbing and
many new features to discover. The first
one, the start of the opening day will be
from Navarrete. The Paddock will be
permanently installed at the Palacio de
los Deportes de Logroño, where the
Super Stage and the Finisher Stage will
start and finish. 
La Rioja Bike Race presented by Pirelli is
an event with an astonishing route,
individual competition in which the
addition of the daily times establishes

the general classification.
It's also an accessible challenge for all
the enthusiasts willing to enjoy three
days of pure mountain biking at an
exceptional environtment.

Thank you all for your participation, you
are becoming part of the history of our
race and we wish all of you a safe and
exciting experience.

Happy trails!

La Rioja Bike Race presented by Pirelli
organization
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L A  R I O J A  B I K E  R A C E  B Y  P I R E L L I
V I I I  E D I T I O N



REGISTRATION

LICENSES

Check that you are correctly registered
through:
http://lariojabikerace.com/en/resultados

VERIFICATION

It is necessary to pick up your race number
and welcome pack in the selected time slot,. 
You must bring the original ID card and the
UCI license in case of having one.

13.05 from 9am to 1pm, in
Palacio de Deportes de La Rioja.

Requirements:

During verification an identification
bracelet is handed out to each rider,
who has to wear it during all the
competition. This bracelet allows
access to the rider areas and is also
necessary as a safety measure.
Also a bracelet for your bag, that you
can use to leave it in the cloakroom.

You can check the security Covid-19
protocol in:
http://www.lariojabikerace.com/medi
a/covid/Protocolo-Covid-LRBR_ENG-
2022.pdf

BRACELETS

COVID PROTOCOL

READY?
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I HOLD A LICENSE:
You must have a competitive cycling license,

issued by a regional cycling federation
approved by the RFEC / UCI. Touring and

other sports licenses are not accepted.
 

I DON’T HOLD A LICENSE:
You must pay for a temporary license for the
event and can be issued when collecting the

race number.
.

http://lariojabikerace.com/en/resultados
http://www.lariojabikerace.com/media/covid/Protocolo-Covid-LRBR_ENG-2022.pdf


ROUTE

Rediscovering the pure essence of La
Rioja is the main objective of this edition.
New routes, classic trails such as Senda
Bonita in its entirety, which will take over
from the well-known Calzada Romana,
technical routes, and trails with a lot of
Flow.

STAGE 1 
13.05.2022 | NAVARRETE

SUPER STAGE 
14.05.2022 | LOGROÑO

FINISHER STAGE
15.05.2022 | LOGROÑO

The route is marked with red Stage 1
and Super Stage and blue Finisher
Stage. 
White signs with a cross of the stage’s
colour, indicate wrong way. 
Every ten kilometers and the last five
until the finish line are indicated.
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STAGE 1

The first one, the start will be from
Navarrete. 
Short and intense. Through the
surroundings of Navarrete among a
sea of spectacular vineyards to reach
several trails in the middle of a forest
of oaks and pines. In this stage, you will
be able to enjoy one of the best known
trails in the area, the Toads and Snakes
trail, and then go around the
Valbornedo Reservoir and return to
Navarrete along a track with a
spectacular panoramic view of the
town.

Friday, May 13, 2022
NAVARRETE
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9.00h Registration begins Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja

Race Office aperture Calle Linares,
Navarrete

Registration ends Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja

Start grids call-up Calle Linares,
Navarrete

13.00h

14.30h

14.40h

Arrival first rider (estimate time) Calle Linares,
Navarrete

STAGE 1 Start Calle Linares,
Navarrete15.00h

15.56h

SCHEDULE. 13.05.2022

Bicycle parking aperture Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja

Award Ceremony Calle Linares,
Navarrete

Paddock & bicycle parking closure Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja

16.30h

16.30h

20.30h



578 m+STAGE 1

see map

23,76 km

see profile
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LOCATION KM COORDINATES FIRST LAST

Calle Linares, Navarrete

Entrada en senda de
Valbornedo, Navarrete

Calle Linares, Navarrete

42.425659,-2.556369 15.00h 15.15h0,00

42.440391,-2.622421 15.28h 16.15h10,89

42.416671,-2.571614 15.47h 16.55h19,74

42.425652,-2.556408 15.55h 17.11h23,25

Subida del Lamparón,
Navarrete

https://www.google.es/maps/place/42%C2%B025'32.4%22N+2%C2%B033'22.9%22W/@42.425659,-2.5585577,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xbe3648a0e1ef4159!8m2!3d42.425659!4d-2.556369
https://www.google.es/maps/place/42%C2%B026'25.4%22N+2%C2%B037'20.7%22W/@42.440391,-2.6246097,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x7d67c000cb9b6813!8m2!3d42.440391!4d-2.622421
https://www.google.es/maps/place/42%C2%B025'00.0%22N+2%C2%B034'17.8%22W/@42.416671,-2.5738027,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xb299e78bf07f4b53!8m2!3d42.416671!4d-2.571614
https://www.google.es/maps/place/42%C2%B025'32.4%22N+2%C2%B033'23.1%22W/@42.425652,-2.5585967,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x1c71d811511da4d1!8m2!3d42.425652!4d-2.556408
https://www.google.es/maps/place/42%C2%B025'32.4%22N+2%C2%B033'23.1%22W/@42.425652,-2.5585967,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x1c71d811511da4d1!8m2!3d42.425652!4d-2.556408


578 m+

 ampliar MAPA

23,76 kmSTAGE 1
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The 8th edition of La Rioja Bike Race by Pirelli will start with a first novelty. First
time with departure and arrival in Navarrete.
Do not panic! From the organization, it has already been planned that all
cyclists can travel there on their bicycles and will be able to leave their bags in
a truck set up for this purpose.
Don't worry about how to arrive to Navarrete either, there will be a marked track
that will also cross El Camino de Santiago. It will not be more than thirty minutes
to get to the start or to return to Logroño.

http://lariojabikerace.com/media/uploads/2021/06/etapa1LRBR21.jpg
http://lariojabikerace.com/media/uploads/2021/06/etapa1LRBR21.jpg


SUPER STAGE

The second stage, baptized as Super
Stage, will start from Logroño. A day
of 68 kilometers and a little more
than 1,900 meters of climbing that
will go to the surroundings of
Moncalvillo, through spectacular
trails.
Undoubtedly, the first part of the
stage is the hardest, while the
second, after crowning Moncalvillo
(exactly at the same point where the
8th stage of the last Vuelta a España
ended) will descend through an
impressive area of pine trees to
reach the Pico del Águila and look
for Logroño.

Saturday, 14 May, 2022
LOGROÑO
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9.00h
Paddock, Race Office and bicycle parking
aperture

Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja

SUPER STAGE Starts Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja

Start grids call-up Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja

Arrival first rider (estimate time) Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja

9.40h

10.00h

12.50h

Paddock & Race Office closure Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja

Award Ceremony Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja13.30h.

17.00h

SCHEDULE. 14.05.2022

Bicycle parking closure Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja19.30h



1.906 m+

SEE PROFILE

SEE MAP

70,15 kmSUPER STAGE
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LOCATION KM COORDINATES FIRST LAST

Palacio de los Deportes de
la Rioja, Logroño

Cruce de la carretera de
Moncalvillo con senda de las
Neveras, Santa Coloma

Entrada en carretera de
Moncalvillo, Santa Coloma

Carrera de Moncalvillo,
Sorzano

Senda del Perdón con
Senda del Druida, Sojuela

42.453316, -2.456604 10.00h 10.15h0,00

42.347866,-2.608429 11.04h 12.30h24,08

42.333024,-2.615661 11.16h 12.58h27,07

42.353372,-2.564549 11.58h 14.25h45,18

42.351278,-2.541157 12.10h 14.52h50,19

Palacio de los Deportes de
la Rioja, Logroño 42.453652, -2.456112 12.53h 16.18h70,15

https://www.google.es/maps/place/42%C2%B027'11.9%22N+2%C2%B027'23.8%22W/@42.453316,-2.4572226,18z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x5f28be05da050769!8m2!3d42.453316!4d-2.456604
https://www.google.es/maps/place/42%C2%B020'52.3%22N+2%C2%B036'30.3%22W/@42.347866,-2.6106177,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xf4dd14d8ecff8245!8m2!3d42.347866!4d-2.608429
https://www.google.es/maps/place/42%C2%B019'58.9%22N+2%C2%B036'56.4%22W/@42.333024,-2.6178497,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x5d97cdaa07879d41!8m2!3d42.333024!4d-2.615661
https://www.google.es/maps/place/42%C2%B021'04.6%22N+2%C2%B032'28.2%22W/@42.351278,-2.5433457,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xcab263f2c1f6cc19!8m2!3d42.351278!4d-2.541157
https://www.google.es/maps/place/42%C2%B027'13.2%22N+2%C2%B027'22.0%22W/@42.453652,-2.4572063,18z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xfa997446d08c39aa!8m2!3d42.453652!4d-2.456112


FINISHER STAGE

A more classic stage, but with
several novelties. It will be faster
than in previous years, the route
will be more concentrated, but the
hardness will be more distributed.
It will go up to Clavijo between
vineyards, to reach the highest
point of the stage with "La Fénix",
which will be linked with a classic
as "La Resentida". A spectacular
area of pine trees where you will
have to pull flow. How to return to
Logroño? Through one of the
wonderful trails of Pico del Águila.

Sunday, 15 May, 2022
LOGROÑO
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9.00h
Paddock, Race Office and bicycle parking
aperture

Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja

Salida FINISHER STAGE Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja

Start grids call-up Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja

Arrival first rider (estimate time) Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja

9.40h

10.00h

12.23h

Paddock & Race Office closure Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja

Award Ceremony Palacio de Deportes
de La Rioja13.15h.

16.00h

SCHEDULE. 15.05.2022



1.131 m+

SEE PROFILE

57 kmFINISHER STAGE
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LOCATION KM COORDINATES FIRST LAST

SEE MAP

Palacio de los Deportes de
la Rioja, Logroño

Senda del Fraile, Nalda

Calle Los Huertos con Calle
Don Ramón Cabezón ,
Clavijo

Túnel N-111, Nalda

Cruce de caminos con Vía
Romana del Iregua, Nalda

42.453316, -2.456604 10.00h 10.15h0,00

42.346426,-2.427439 10.52h 11.54h18,97

42.319031,-2.449845 11.06h 12.31h23,90

42.337471,-2.497241 11.30h 13.28h34,93

42.351569,-2.496165 11.36h 13.41h37,34

Palacio de los Deportes de
la Rioja, Logroño 42.453652, -2.456112 12.22h 15.32h57,00

https://www.google.es/maps/place/42%C2%B027'12.3%22N+2%C2%B027'23.8%22W/@42.453406,-2.4587967,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x3c2bfb127df0851c!8m2!3d42.453406!4d-2.456608
https://www.google.es/maps/place/42%C2%B020'47.1%22N+2%C2%B025'38.8%22W/@42.346426,-2.4296277,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x77a0a94e80cf9c4a!8m2!3d42.346426!4d-2.427439
https://www.google.es/maps/place/42%C2%B019'08.5%22N+2%C2%B026'59.4%22W/@42.319031,-2.4520337,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0x16201a3d700f2cf7!8m2!3d42.319031!4d-2.449845
https://www.google.es/maps/place/42%C2%B021'04.6%22N+2%C2%B032'28.2%22W/@42.351278,-2.5433457,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xcab263f2c1f6cc19!8m2!3d42.351278!4d-2.541157
https://www.google.es/maps/place/42%C2%B027'13.2%22N+2%C2%B027'22.0%22W/@42.453652,-2.4572063,18z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x0:0xfa997446d08c39aa!8m2!3d42.453652!4d-2.456112


L O G R O Ñ O
Palacio de Deportes de La Rioja

Avenida Moncalvillo, 2  |  26008 Logroño
 

      42.453394, -2.456638

S E T  U P  ( a c c r e d i t e d ) :  T h u r s d a y  1 2 . 0 5  |  f r o m  4  p m  t o  8  p m
D I S M A N T L I N G :  S u n d a y  1 5 . 0 5  |  f r o m  2  p m

PADDOCK
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MECHANICAL
SERVICE

Mechanical assistance to
all riders both on arrival
and at specific points

along the route to solve
any technical breakdown.
Spare parts not included.

BICYCLE
WASHING AREA

KH7 will handle of bicycle
washing area. A KH7

team will be in washing
area cleaning your bike

and applying its product.

BICYCLE
PARKING

Access restricted only to
riders whose bracelet
much match with the

bicycle’s number in order
to be removed.

FEED STATIONS
Liquids: water, Coca-Cola &

Named salts
Solids during the

competition: fruit, nuts &
Named product 

Finish line: handle bag with
sandwich/pasta/rice, fruit,
Named product & drinks.

MEDICAL SERVICE
The race has strong

safety measures along
the route as well as a
field hospital at the

paddock. There’s also a
telephone number on

various items, which can
be called only in case of

an emergency.

WARM UP AREA

Warm up area with TACX
rollers. Free service

everyday before starting
the competition.

SPORTOGRAF
PHOTO SERVICE
Foto Flat includes 50-100
photos of your own and

generals photos of the event.
* Presale price € 34.99 

* After sales price € 39.99
(once the event is over)

SERVICES

 
CHANGE & RECYCLE

Recycle your tyre and
Pirelli rewards you!

Give your tyres a second
life and get a great

discount on the purchase
of Pirelli Scorpion tyres.

 
RECOVERY SERVICE
All riders can enjoy the
sports recovery service

after each stage and for
free.



Pirelli wants to reduce the negative impact of its tyre manufacturing by
recycling worn tyres so that they are not lost forever. And Pirelli wants
to act in La Rioja Bike Race by Pirelli to implement this green initiative.

How to recycle your tyres at La Rioja Bike Race by Pirelli?
Pirelli will have a space with a tent where the used tyres of all
participants who want to support this initiative will be collected. Once
the race is over, the collected tyres will be taken to the relevant
facilities for treatment and subsequent recycling.

What will you get in return?
If you want to change your old tyres at La Rioja Bike Race by Pirelli and
get Pirelli Scorpion XC M, Pirelli Scorpion XC H or Pirelli Scorpion XC RC
to use them for the first time in the same competition with a significant
discount, you will be able to do it*.

From Thursday 12nd we will be changing tyres until Saturday 14th. You
must register at this link to be eligible for this great offer:
https://sprw.io/stt-461693

The offer includes new Pirelli Scorpion tyres, tubeless liquid, tapes and
new valves for €29.90. SUPERB OFFER!

*Quantity limited to 100 pairs of tyres.
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CHANGE & RECYCLE

https://sprw.io/stt-461693


PRIZES
Each stage has an award ceremony for each
category, where the first three riders of each
category and the corresponding race leaders, have
podium ceremony.
The attendance to the podium ceremony is
compulsory.
Prize money are awarded to Elite categories.
After the event, the organization will ask the prized
riders, via email, all the documentation required to
make the payment. If the organization does not
receive a response from the prized within a period of
6 months from the last day of the event, it is
understood that the participant waives the
corresponding prize money.

RACE NUMBERS &
CATEGORIES

It is compulsory to compete
with the number plate and
back number provided by
the organisation. Each rider
will be provided by 1 plate
and 3 back numbers.
The number plate must be
properly placed on the front
of the bicycle.
The back number must be
on the rider’s back.
Race numbers are assigned
according to each
category, the latest UCI
ranking released when the
start numbers are assigned,
riders with an annual racing
cycling license, registration
order.

MASTER 50
1001 A 1001

ELITE MEN
1 A 199

ELITE WOMEN
201 A 249

MASTER WOMEN
251 A 299

MASTER 30
301 A 599

MASTER 40
601 A 999

CONSIDERATIONS
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The competition follows the RFEC specific
mountain biking regulations. 
Stage results, overall classification and
start list of the following stage are released
daily, on the web and on the notice board.
There are different start grids according to
the competition’s overall classification,
which will be open 20 minutes before the
stage’s start time.
Five minutes before the start time it’s
banned to enter the start grid, being placed
at the back of its corresponding starting
group. 
After the first stage, the start grids will be
set according to the overall standings.
For safety reasons, all starts of stage will be
staggered, with 100 riders per box sorted by
overall standings. 
Last box will be BOX DNF/DNS for  those that
are out of competition.

FAIR PLAY. It involves competing fairly, under the
same conditions, and enjoying sport over the
ambition of winning, obeying the rules, without
cheating, tricking or pretending to confuse the
opponents or Commissaires. 
The Commissaires have the right to disqualify any
rider that does not respect fair play, expelling
him/her from the competition without any
possibility to continue taking part in it.

B

75 €

2

150 €

3

100 €

1

200 €STAGE 1

SUPER STAGE

FINISHER STAGE

5

50 €

175 €250 € 200 €300 €GENERAL  150 €

RACE PROCEDURE

75 €150 € 100 €200 € 50 €

75 €150 € 100 €200 € 50 €
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SPORT & NATURE
Our sport, mountain biking, is a competition or leisure activity that takes place in
nature and its impact in this environment is a responsibility for all riders and sport
organisers. Any participant who throws garbage along the route, is not respectful of
the environment (rolling off the roads, taking shortcuts that damage the vegetation,
etc.), is not careful with the animals, leave a spare, etc. may be penalized by the
Commissioners. It will only be allowed to get rid of the remains of bars or gels in the
technical and feed zones.
Inside the welcome pack, every rider will receive a permanent marker. It will be
mandatory to mark the bars and gels with the race number before starting each
stage. There will be random checks to control this.

EQUIPMENT
All category race leaders
must wear the leader’s
jersey provided by the
organisation. It has a blank
space on the front and
back to place the rider’s
sponsors. 
For safety reasons, it is
recommended to carry a
mobile phone. Route signs,
race numbers and
participant bracelets have
a telephone number
printed on them, which
should only be called in
case of an emergency. It’s
not a customer service
number!

ON BOARD CAMERAS
They are not permitted.

TRACKS
The organization may
publish on its website the
GPX track file the day before
the stage, but it will be
informative only. Arrows
prevail.
The trails on which the
competition takes place are
assigned only and
exclusively for the days of
the race, therefore it is not
allowed to spread the
route’s GPS tracks.

CLAIMS
Claims must be formally
presented to the
Commissaires and
processed by these following
the RFEC regulations
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Pirelli will award Scorpion™ XC H 29x2.2 tyres to the participant who passes in
a specific position in each of the stages of La Rioja Bike Race presented by
Pirelli. 

For the STAGE 1, a prize will be awarded to the participant who is in the 240th
position on the Pirelli section. For the SUPER STAGE, the participant in the 80th
position will be awarded, referring to the width measurement of a Pirelli MTB
tyres, and for the FINISHER STAGE, the participant in the 120th position will be
awarded, referring to the 120 tpi of MTB tyres. 

The Pirelli section will always be at time point 2. 

Pirelli section comes back!

- 1 8 -

SPECIAL
PRIZES
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Segmentos Bike Race by Garmin

Being registered in La Rioja Bike Race presented by Pirelli.
Being a follower of La Rioja Bike Race Strava Club:
https://www.strava.com/clubs/949643
Having an opened Strava profile or making public the activity on Strava,
immediately after crossing the finish line and before 5 pm for Stage 1 and Super
Stage, or before the podium ceremony for the Finisher stage (1.30 pm). 

Final classification available for all riders, as long as they follow the Club since the Stage 1.
Not able to compete for the final classification those riders whose due to mechanical breakdown or
any other circumstance, don't finish any of La Rioja Bike Race presented by Pirelli stages.
Not able to compete for those riders who during any of the segments or the route of their
corresponding stages violate any point of the race regulations.

we will enjoy again the timed sections in the middle of the stage thanks to
GARMIN.

After last year's success and as a result of the collaboration between GARMIN and
OCTAGON ESEDOS, La Rioja Bike Race presented by Pirelli will also have Bike Race
by GARMIN Segments. A race category with a specific classification which aims to
reward the strongest and the greatest stretegists in certain sections of the route. 
In each stage the winner will be awarded a lot of Garmin merchandising products,
and also a leader jersey for the final fastest man and woman. 
During the race, stay tuned to the race signalisation and don't forget to upload
your activity on Strava after crossing the finish line.

To qualify for this classification, riders must comply these 3 simple requirements:

IMPORTANT!

https://www.strava.com/clubs/949643


The fastest couple winner of
the 'ISB SPORT Mountain
Award' will be awarded a
prize money.

ISB Sport Bearings repeats as
official sponsor of the competition
and will allocate € 100 in prize
money for stage for the 'ISB
Mountain Award'. As it was in the
last edition, in each of the three
stages of La Bike Race presented
by Pirelli will award a rider in each
category, and this time it will do
so with a check of € 100 per day. 

For Stage 1 will be awarded to the
Master category, in Super Stage to
the Elite men, and in Finisher Stage
to the Elite women. 

The ISB Mountain Award will
always be at time point 1. 

ISB 
MOUNTAIN AWARD
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AS award
The Diario As will reward the fastest young riders of La Rioja Bike
Race presented by Pirelli. The youngest participant who crosses the
finish line in the top 30, will receive this distinction and a trophy will
be awarded at the end of the last stage.
A tribute to the new generations of Mountain Bikers that are already
the present - and especially the future - of this competition.



@LARIOJABIKERACE

@RIOJABIKERACE

@LARIOJABIKERACE

Schedule
List of classifications
List of starting grids
Weather forecast
Award Ceremony notification
Paddock location
Starting line location
Actions of our sponsors and
suppliers

We will have again a Telegram
channel to stay tuned during the
competition days. With the aim of
keeping all the participants, teams,
companions, followers and lovers of
cycling in general informed and
updated, you will get information of:

Easy! To join the channel, download
the App through Google Play or App
Store and write in the search “LA RIOJA
BIKE RACE PRESENTED BY PIRELLI 2022”,
@LRBR_2022 or the link
t.me/LRBR_2019.

STAY TUNNED WITH
THE TELEGRAM

CHANNEL!

With the Timingsense Live App you will
know exactly where any rider is at any
time. You can find them with its name
or race number, and you can also add
them to favorites.   
If you are interested, you will have to
download the APP through Google Play
or App Store.

FOLLOW THE RACE
MINUTE BY MINUTE
FROM YOUR MOBILE

PHONE!

#LRBR21 #LRBR2022
#LARIOJABIKERACE

FOLLOW US

https://www.instagram.com/lariojabikerace/
https://www.facebook.com/RiojaBikeRace
https://www.facebook.com/RiojaBikeRace
https://twitter.com/LaRiojaBikeRace
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.telegram.messenger&hl=es
https://itunes.apple.com/es/app/telegram-messenger/id68644980
https://itunes.apple.com/es/app/telegram-messenger/id68644980
http://t.me/LRBR_2021
http://t.me/LRBR_2019
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.sportmaniac_live_app_android.timingsense_live
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/timingsense-live/id1447874367


RACE DIRECTOR

AITOR J IMÉNEZ
CYCLING EXPERT

JOSÉ  A .  HERMIDA
ROUTES

ANTONIO  ORT IZ
LA RIOJA BIKE RACE ROUTES

DANIE L  SAENZ

SALES DIRECTOR

MANEL  TROYANO
HOTELS & LOGISTICS

CARLES  J IMÉNEZ
TEAMS ,  PADDOCK &

LOGISTICS

MIRE IA  SOLA
ATTENTION TO RIDERS &

REGISTRATIONS

EL I  S IVERA

COMM DIRECTOR

LA IA  BOVE
 HEAD OF SECURITY

LU IS  MOL INA
COURSE DIRECTOR

JORD I  MAS
INSTITUTIONAL RELATIONS

JOSÉ  PASTOR

WHO 
WE ARE


